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Legal notices 

 

SA VINCENT PIRONT 

B.C.E. 0433.668.192 

V.A.T. BE 433.668.192 

Address: Rue des Waides, 9 

4890 THIMISTER-CLERMONT 

Telephone: 087/44.71.71 

 

Site’s graphic design:  

EPIC AGENCY WEB Sprl - BE 0812.258.994 - Rue Paradis 62 4000 Liège - www.epic.net 

 

Development:  

EPIC AGENCY WEB Sprl - BE 0812.258.994 - Rue Paradis 62 4000 Liège - www.epic.net 

 

Hosting:  

OVH - FR 22 424 761 419 - 2 Rue Kellermann 59100 ROUBAIX - www.ovh.com  

Use of cookies 

Cookies are small text files which are stored on the hard disk of visitors to the site’s 

computers. They contain information like for example the internet user’s language 

preference, so that they don’t have to enter this information again the next time they visit 

this internet site. For technical reasons, we use cookies to: 

 remember the language you have chosen,  

 enable purchasing models or packs,  

 enable subscription to our newsletters, 

 enable sharing  

 protect our site, 

 and manage our site’s usage statistics. 

You can configure your browser to notify you each time cookies are created or to prevent 

their being made, as follows: 

 

http://www.epic.net/
http://www.epic.net/
http://www.ovh.com/
https://lexing.be/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/cookiesLexingBE.pdf
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 Internet Explorer 

 Chrome 

 Firefox 

 Safari 

This will not mean you are refused access to our site. However, some functionalities may 

not be available. 

Promoting our services 

Please note – If you are a customer of our company and/or if you have subscribed to our 

newsletter, our legitimate interest in promoting our services justifies our carrying out 

information and promotion campaigns for our company’s services. Your contact data is sent 

to an electronic mass mailing service. We keep your data for this purpose until you request 

us to stop. 

Security of our offices and maintenance of our facilities 

Entry videophones – You will be filmed when entering our offices via a videophone system, 

on the basis of our legitimate interest of ensuring the security of our offices. These images 

are not stored.  

Computer maintenance – Our subcontractors responsible for our computing infrastructure, 

our management programme, implementation and maintenance of our internet and extranet 

site may access your data where strictly necessary for performing their respective missions. 

Social networks 

Purposes – Data that you communicate by visiting our pages on social networks is or may be 

processed jointly by the social network and the administrator of this page for the following 

purposes:  

 collecting certain data by using cookies;   

 the social network improving its advertising system;   

 obtaining the page's audience statistics.  

This data will only be processed by the page’s administrator for his legitimate interest in 

obtaining statistics on visitors to his page in order to appropriately promote his page. The 

https://support.microsoft.com/fr-fr/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-delete-manage-cookies
http://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=fr&answer=95647
http://support.mozilla.org/fr/kb/activer-desactiver-cookies
https://support.apple.com/kb/PH21411?viewlocale=fr_FR&locale=fr_FR
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audience statistics produced by the social network are only sent to the page’s administrator 

in anonymised form. 

Categories of data –  Data associated with your account, data associated with  sharing 

content or communications made with other people.  

Duration – This data is or may be processed for as long as the page exists and you visit it.  

Links to other sites -  Our site may offer links to other sites but cannot assume any 

responsibility for their content or for the processing of personal data which could be done 

on these third party sites. 

The policies for use of personal data for each social network can be found by clicking on the 

following links:  

 Facebook and Instagram, 

 Twitter, 

 Youtube and Google+,  

 Linkedin. 

Copyright 

The Site is the property of SA VINCENT PIRONT. The name, form, structure and content of 

the Site, including illustrations, are the property of SA VINCENT PIRONT.  Any reproduction, 

even partial, of information, data and illustrations of the Site is strictly prohibited and 

constitutes an infringement subject to criminal prosecution. 

We provide the necessary technical means to ensure and maintain the Site’s security. 

However, we cannot be held responsible for any damage resulting from fraudulent use or a 

criminal act by a third party on the hosting server or the Site itself. 

We reserve the right to change the Site’s content, reorganise it or stop it without notice. 

  

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms/information_about_page_insights_data
https://twitter.com/fr/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=fr&gl=fr
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy?trk=hb_ft_priv

